
Learning English

Practice Have/Has/Is/Are

Complete the sentences using the correct form of "Have," "Has," "Is," or "Are."

1. There _____ many pupils in my class. Some of them _____ my friends.

2. I _____ two very good friends, Tom and Judy. Tom _____ 11 years old.

3. He _____ red hair. Judy _____ long brown hair. She _____ very pretty.

4. We all _____ bicycles. Tom _____ a computer too. But Judy and I don't _____ one.

5. I love my family very much. My dad _____ very clever. He _____ many books.

6. My mother _____ a doctor. My brother _____ a student in the University.

7. My little brother _____ a baby. He _____ very fat and _____ big blue eyes.

8. The sky _____ blue and the sun _____ shining.

9. She _____ a lot of experience in marketing. She _____ worked here for 5 years.

10. The kids _____ excited for the trip. They _____ their bags packed.

11. The teacher _____ a new laptop. She _____ using it for online classes.

12. The flowers _____ beautiful. They _____ a lovely fragrance.

13. The dog _____ hungry. It _____ waiting for its food.

14. The movie _____ interesting. It _____ a lot of action scenes.

15. The athletes _____ ready for the competition. They _____ practicing for months.

16. The cake _____ delicious. It _____ layers of chocolate and cream.

17. The company _____ many employees. They _____ offices in multiple countries.
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1. There **are** many pupils in my class. Some of them **are** my friends.

2. I **have** two very good friends, Tom and Judy. Tom **is** 11 years old.

3. He **has** red hair. Judy **has** long brown hair. She **is** very pretty.

4. We all **have** bicycles. Tom **has** a computer too. But Judy and I don't **have** one.

5. I love my family very much. My dad **is** very clever. He **has** many books.

6. My mother **is** a doctor. My brother **is** a student in the University.

7. My little brother **is** a baby. He **is** very fat and **has** big blue eyes.

8. The sky **is** blue and the sun **is** shining.

9. She **has** a lot of experience in marketing. She **has** worked here for 5 years.

10. The kids **are** excited for the trip. They **have** their bags packed.

11. The teacher **has** a new laptop. She **is** using it for online classes.

12. The flowers **are** beautiful. They **have** a lovely fragrance.

13. The dog **is** hungry. It **is** waiting for its food.

14. The movie **is** interesting. It **has** a lot of action scenes.

15. The athletes **are** ready for the competition. They **have** been practicing for

months.

16. The cake **is** delicious. It **has** layers of chocolate and cream.

17. The company **has** many employees. They **have** offices in multiple countries.
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